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The main reason why women are so eager to have a perfect face and body is

the portrayal of celebrity in the media. Television commercials, magazine 

covers and internet advertisements constantly show the ideal beauty of 

women. Gays Dutchmen, professor of Sociology in Queens College and the 

Graduate Center, City University of New York. Argues With entertainment 

media may also generate not images. (1979). Media has tot. Ever to imprint 

DOD, many women decide to have plastic surgery, This paper demonstrates 

an issue Of top four plastic surgery countries and points Out the media’s 

exposure of woman’s perfect appearance. Beautiful women are preferred in 

every country. Brazil ranks the highest plastic surgery rates in the world. 

Before 201 3, the United States ranked first. An International Society of 

Aesthetic Plastic Surgery survey shows that Brazil surpasses total surgical 

procedures, including face and head and body extremities, performed in the 

United States. 

Even though US. Recorded the highest breast augmentation surgery rates. 

Brazil exceeds breast lift. Breast reduction, and gynecologist surgery rates. 

(2013). In Brazil, low income people can access plastic surgery for free. 

According to Sara (201 2), “ Interestingly, cosmetic surgery consumption IS 

not limited to middle-class and affluent Brazilian: Icy income Brazilian 

women line up for free cosmetic surgery in public hospitals in an attempt to 

improve their self-esteem’ and their chance Of a better life. N a milieu in 

which the social value of appearance is increasingly embedded in 

competitive, sexualities consumer markets; it is not just rich women who 

participate. In Brazil, cosmetic surgery has become a necessary procedure 

for Brazil women to gain their confidence. Even though they are 
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unemployed, they do not worry about surgery fee. Brazil is the only country 

to provide plastic surgery for free to low income or unemployed citizens. NP 

reported on an unemployed woman Who had six plastic surgeries, She is 46 

years Old now, but she seems much younger due to plastic surgery. 

She had breast augmentation surgery three times, and tummy tuck surgery, 

liposuction, and hip replacement surgery. She is very satisfied with her six 

plastic surgeries. Owing to surgery, she has a 21-year-old old boyfriend. 

2014). Brazil women’s excessive plastic surgery addiction appears to be an 

addiction. Although they do not earn income regularly. They believe that 

investing in plastic surgery is worthwhile because having a perfect body is a 

priority for Brazil women. Following Brazil, the united States ranks second in 

the world. 

Among many surgical procedures, breast augmentation is the most popular 

plastic surgery for American women. Not only famous actresses and well-

known celebrities take this surgery, but also average women get plastic 

surgery. Pox News reported that police Officers, teachers, Coos, and soldiers 

are the targets Of areas augmentation surgery (2013). For a long time ago, 

people like big breast women because it represents fertility in the society 

According to Olsen breasts had become big business. And they had assumed

an aura of cultural power as well. 

For millions of Americans, breasts and physical beauty have almost become 

synonymous. Society placed a new value on breasts because tot their erotic 

appeal. ” (p. 1 IS). The author sees the main reason of women’s desire for 

big breasts is derived from the United States’ United States. Following the 
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United States, China ranks third in the world. Chinese women prefer big 

double eyelids and high-bridged nose to small single eyelids and love-

bridged nose. They are obsessed with western women. Anthropologist Went 

Huh explains the term ‘ artificial beauty _ She defines it as d process of 

upgrading women’s appearance via a surgery. 

Also, she pointed Out the problem Of state-owned Chinese media, As a 

marketing tool for western goods, they control the image of women’s beauty 

As a result of standardized Chinese media, women take it for granted that 

cosmetic surgery is the best solution to westernizes their faces, Went Huh 

(2013) introduced Chinese ‘ Woman Ho Lulu, who is called ere first artificial 

Chinese beauty. She was a freelance writer before she became a famous 

figure in the world. At her twenty-tour-the birthday party, she met Overcame

Cosmetic Surgery Hospital marketing director ABA Hi. 

At that time, this hospital did not earn a profit. So, they held a “ Beauty 

Trademarks Project” to make a big name for their hospital. Ho Lulu was 

interested in plastic surgery, so she decided to participate. She had double 

eyelid surgery, eye bag removal surgery, rhinestones, facial bone contouring

surgery. Breast augmentation, buttock lift, and liposuction. After the surgery,

Chinese media did not pay attention to her story So, she called CNN news 

and they reported on the Beauty Trademarks Project. Likewise, other 

international news agencies requested an interview With her. ND she 

became a well-known person as the first artificial Chinese beauty, One 

normal Chinese woman became a Cinderella after plastic surgery. She 

became a model and cosmetic reality television show as a hostess. (p. 53-

54). Another Chinese woman wanted plastic surgery to look like Hollywood 
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actress Jessica Alba. Her boyfriend was a huge tan of Jessica Alba. He bought

a blonde wig for her. When she walked across the street with her boyfriend 

wearing the blond wig many people laughed at her. So. She threw away the 

wig. 

He got angry and left her. However, the Chinese woman did not forget him. 

She wanted to change his mind at any cost. (2010). She did not get plastic 

surgery, accepting Jessica Alba’s advice. Media has the power to incite 

women to opt for a surgery. South Korea is not exception gig double eyelid, 

high nose, and slimming jaws have become a standard of beauty in South 

Korea. Koreans believe that beautiful women can get a job easily and meet a

good partner _ Therefore. Any women take cosmetic surgery to survive in 

the competitive society. 

Plastic surgery is necessary become a celebrity in South Korea. For example.

Actresses and female musicians take the surgery several rimes to gain a 

popularity and sun. ‘ vive in ere competitive entertainment industry. Most of 

them are big double eyelid, high nose, and slimming jaws. As a result of this 

phenomenon, many teenage girls also decide to take the surgery. After they 

graduate. They get plastic surgery, They Asian American worsen who had a 

plastic surgery. Two of them received cosmetic surgery in Seoul.. 

According to Aka (1993), “ The two who had urge in Korea grew up in the 

United States; they said that they decided to go to Korea for their surgeries 

because the operations were cheaper there than in the United States and 

because they felt doctors in Korea are more experienced since these types of

surgery are more common in Korea than in the United States:’ Likewise, BBC 
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Nightline reported on two Korean American women who visit South Korea to 

take a plastic surgery. Christina L IM, who is a 1 9-year-old student came to 

Korea to have rhinestones and jailing slimming surgery According to Limb. 

Plastic surgery is a normal thing. My friends, they loud actually just go on 

vacation and then they would come back with a new face. ” (2014). Another 

patient Jessica Choc, who Is a property manager for a real estate company, 

visited Seoul to have a plastic surgery. As a result, her eye extended, nose 

got prominent, jaw slimmed. And forehead filled. After the surgery during an 

interview with a reporter, she said that she is generally satisfied with the 

result. Even though pain was so severe, these two women endured. 80th 

women took surgery in the J plastic surgery center, Which is a top clinic in 

Kananga, Seoul. 

According to Lee (2013), “ Services often include multilingual website, e-mail

and video consultations, accommodation and airport pickups. ” Both stories 

SHCOON that how Korean evener are addicted to plastic surgery. The main 

reason Of this phenomenon is caused by the Korean media. They not only 

show Barbie doll image in Television commercials and magazine 

advertisements, but also induce women to take a plastic surgery by 

participating a Television program. Korean plastic surgery reality show Let 

Me In received a lot tot criticism trot viewers because they deleted the 

horrible surgery process and side effects. 

It shows that media takes an important role n the society to incite women to 

take a plastic surgery. In conclusion, women’s plastic surgery is a common 

phenomenon around the world. Plastic surgery has already become an 

indispensable process in women’s life. Media portrayals of a woman’s perfect
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figure encourage women to have plastic surgery. As the media keeps 

producing women’s perfect race and body, women’s desire for plastic 

surgery will not be stopped. 
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